
 

 

1 November 2012 

 

Mr Richard Weksler 

Assistant Director 

Compliance Strategies Branch  

Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 

Level 35  

360 Elizabeth Street  

MELBOURNE  VIC 3000 

 

By email: richard.weksler@accc.gov.au 
 
Dear Richard, 

 

ACCC/ASIC 'Debt collection guideline for collectors and creditors' publication review 

 

Thank you for the email invitation received 2 October 2012 to provide comments on the current Debt 

Collection Guideline for Collectors and Creditors (the Guideline) together with any emerging issues 

which might be covered in the revised guideline.   

 

Australian Collectors & Debt Buyers Association (ACDBA) was established in 2009.  Membership is 

voluntary and open to all debt collectors and debt buyers. Our members1 represent the majority of the 

collection market in Australia. 

 

ACDBA and their members support the Guideline and acknowledge it has positively contributed to the 

increased level of compliance and ethics of the Australian debt collection industry. 

 

ACDBA believe the Australian debt collection industry is well regulated, and that in the vast majority of 

cases, consumers are treated in a reasonable and ethical fashion by industry participants. This view is 

supported by reporting showing a low complaint rate across files under collection with ACDBA members. 

As at June 2012, ACDBA’s membership had 2.76M files under collection, and members had made 

approximately 37.6M contacts with debtors over the prior twelve months. From these 37.6M contacts our 

members reported that just 4513 complaints were made to Internal Dispute Resolution (IDR), External 

Dispute Resolution (EDR) or a Regulator – representing a complaint rate of 0.012%. We estimate that 

the files under collection with ACDBA members represent 75% of the Australian collection market. 

 

We agree the Guideline should be reviewed to ensure it reflects changes to laws affecting debt collection 

and in response to your request to identify any other issues of concern, we are pleased to advise: 
                                                           
1 Refer Annexure A for details of members of Australian Collectors & Debt Buyers Association  
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Specific concerns: 
 
PART 1: USING THIS GUIDELINE 
 

A development of the Australian collection environment in recent years has been the emergence and 

growth in paid Debt Mediation and Credit Repair consultants.  ACDBA supports the view that Debt 

Mediation and Credit Repair businesses should be regulated and be required to hold an Australian 

Credit Licence (ACL) and be held accountable to regulatory standards associated with such licence. 

 

If Debt Mediation and Credit Repair consultants were required to hold an ACL, section 47 of the National 

Consumer Credit Protection (NCCP) Act 2009 would impose a requirement upon these businesses to 

engage in their authorised credit activities efficiently, honestly and fairly, and to hold membership of an 

external dispute resolution (“EDR”) scheme so as to provide consumers with a level of protection against 

unscrupulous operators. Additionally, holding an ACL requires the licensee to take reasonable steps to 

ensure its representatives comply with the credit legislation, and ensure that representatives are 

adequately trained, and are competent, to engage in the credit activities authorised by the licence. We 

contend that at present, many Debt Mediation and Credit Repair companies are not meeting these basic 

standards. 

 

Such regulation would we submit, also assist in addressing what members see as systemic abuse of the 

EDR process directly related to the activities of paid Debt Mediation and Credit Repair consultants.  The 

rationale to bring such businesses under the ACL regime is to ensure these firms conduct themselves in 

a manner that is aligned to the consumer’s best interests. 

 

Annexed are examples of correspondences from two separate Debt Mediation and Credit Repair firms, 

which we believe reflect a number of concerns, which we set out below in relation to the two examples: 

 

 Annexure B is a letter from ‘Mr Credit Repair’ to an individual (names and personal details of 

individuals have been obscured to protect their privacy). Judgment has apparently been obtained 

by a creditor of the individual to whom the letter is addressed.  

 

The letter states or implies that ‘Mr Credit Repair’ can, amongst other things, stop further 

proceedings and costs, reduce the amount of debt owed and remove the listing on the plaintiff’s 

credit file.  

 

Given that none of these outcomes is necessarily achievable, and certainly not something any 

party could offer without a legal practitioner reviewing the file given it is before the courts, we 

submit that the letter is likely to mislead the consumer. 

 

 Annexure C is a letter from Credit Repair Australia Pty Ltd requesting that an ACDBA member 

remove a default listing. The letter: 

 

o incorrectly cites the Uniform Consumer Credit Code (which was in fact largely superseded 

by the NCCP Act 2009 at the time the letter was sent); 
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o incorrectly cites obligations regarding enforcement proceedings under  “…section 80(1)(a) 

of the Consumer Credit Code of Conduct” (that Code contains no such section, and 

enforcement proceedings were not brought against the consumer in any event); 

 
o makes misrepresentations about the consumer’s contact with our member (the letter 

states he tried to apply for hardship, when in fact he paid the account in full shortly after 

our member made contact with him); 

 
o cites “…section 18E(8)(c)” without confirming what legislation it refers to – our member 

can only assume that the letter meant to cite the Privacy Act 1988; and 

 
o Incorrectly states that our member is subject to the jurisdiction “…of the FOS” when the 

member was in fact a member of the Credit Ombudsman Service Ltd. 

 

The ACDBA member involved sent several comprehensive IDR responses to Credit Repair 

Australia, which explained why the default listing was made correctly, and went on to say that 

accordingly the default listing should not be removed.  

 

Credit Repair Australia ultimately proceeded to lodge a complaint with COSL about the member. 

This resulted in significant cost to our member. After approximately six months of 

correspondence between COSL, Credit Repair Australia and the ACDBA member; Credit Repair 

Australia ceased responding to COSL, causing the complaint to be closed.  

 

The foregoing progression of events is symptomatic of typical practices that our members experience 

from Debt Mediation and Credit Repair companies on a daily basis.  

 

The Debt Mediation and Credit Repair company will cite numerous pieces of legislation (often incorrectly, 

or irrelevant to the complaint), in an attempt to intimidate and compel the member to remove a legitimate 

default listing on a credit file. Where the member does not comply with the request, the Debt Mediation 

and Credit Repair company will often lodge a baseless complaint with the member’s EDR.  

 

Ultimately the EDR may close the complaint in favour of the member, however this is subsequent to the 

member incurring significant cost in EDR fees. This practice is not only unfair to individual ACDBA 

members (and other affected credit providers) from a cost perspective, but may also have the effect of 

some credit providers removing correct default listings for commercial reasons, thus undermining the 

overall integrity of the credit reporting system in Australia. 

 

If the Guideline is not extended to include Debt Mediators and Credit Repairers then we submit such 

organisations ought to be mentioned in the section, Debtor’s responsibilities (page 5).  Additionally, it 

is appropriate that such section be further amended to require debtors to have an obligation to approach 

the EDR process honestly, and that their paid representatives should have an obligation to not make 

misleading representations to EDR schemes or to use the EDR process in any way that may constitute 

an abuse of process. 
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PART 2: PRACTICAL GUIDANCE 

 
2. Making contact with the debtor 
The requirement in 2(c) is in relation to divulging the identity of the caller as a collector prior to 

establishing the caller is speaking to the debtor. As long as the caller does not divulge information that 

would allude to the fact the debtor has a debt then it is not deemed to be in any breach of privacy laws. 

Accordingly we recommend that the Guideline be amended to acknowledge that a collector making a call 

and advising the name of the company he/she works for, would be acceptable practice.  

 
The justification for this recommendation is that our members are increasingly experiencing that call 

recipients (either debtors or third parties) resist providing personal details to facilitate the verification of 

their identity before they know the name of the organisation that is calling them. Debtors and third parties 

may also perceive that a collector is being unprofessional and uncooperative if they are restricted from 

disclosing their company’s name. Clarification is required in the Guideline that merely disclosing a 

company name does not constitute divulging that a debtor has a debt. 

 
If the above recommendation is not actioned in the review of the Guideline, we alternatively recommend  

it should be clarified that withholding the collector’s company name during a contact with a debtor (prior 

to verification of identity) or third party does not constitute conduct of misrepresenting its identity.  

 

4. Frequency of contact 
To facilitate the discussion of multiple accounts with a debtor in the one contact as provided for in 4(b), 

we recommend that it be clarified that for collectors working for multiple clients on a contingent basis, 

cross-referencing these debtor's accounts is acceptable. 

 

7. Privacy obligations to debtor and third parties 

In relation to 7(c) the bullet point dealing with “making inquiries about a debtor from a neighbour or an 

employer” we recommend the Guideline be amended to clarify that disclosing the collector’s company 

name to a third party such as a neighbour or employer does not constitute disclosing that the debtor 

owes a debt. 

 

8. When a debtor is represented 

This section of the Guideline we recommend should be amended to clarify that a collector may make 

direct contact with a debtor who is represented by a Debt Mediator or Credit Repairer when such contact 

is made for a purpose that would reasonably benefit the debtor.  Unfortunately, our members report that 

they have experienced numerous situations where Debt Mediators and Credit Repairers often charge 

debtors significant fees, but do not necessarily provide the debtor with all of the relevant information. 

 

As an alternative to the above recommendation the list in 8(c) about the entitlement to contact a debtor 

directly should be expanded to allow for the circumstance where representatives such as Debt Mediators 

or Credit Repairers engage in potentially misleading or deceptive conduct, act unreasonably, place 

unnecessary obstacles in the path of reasonable negotiation efforts, fail or refuse to communicate all of 

the relevant information to debtors or do not hold the appropriate licenses. 
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Also specifically in relation to the obligation under 8(c) that a collector may only contact a debtor directly 

if the representative fails to respond to communications in a reasonable time (currently 14 days), we 

regard this is too long a time frame and should be amended to a more reasonable period of 7 days.  

 

10. Providing information and documents 

In this section, we recommend a clause be inserted to clarify that where no specific contractual right 

exists or where a contract is silent on the matter, and not where a specific contractual right prohibiting 

exists, that a reasonable fee may be charged for duplicate documents (as per clause 11.7 of the Code of 

Banking Practice). 

 
14. Contact when a payment arrangement is in place 

The requirement under 14 is a collector may only contact a debtor to alter an arrangement or to 

undertake a review (minimum 3 months between reviews).  

 

We recommend that this section be amended to allow a collector to make contact to remind of up and 

coming payments (whether for an instalment or a lump sum settlement), particularly by way of SMS, 

email or other automated mode. If a debtor at any time objected to the reminder service, it should be 

ceased. 

 

Similarly where a debtor makes a commitment to pay a lump sum payment at a future time, we believe it 

is reasonable for a collector to again contact the debtor closer to the payment due date, to courteously 

reconfirm that payment and answer any other queries the debtor may have. Again, if a particular debtor 

ever objected to this service it should not be repeated in respect of the specific debtor. 

Reminder services of this style and purpose are commonly used by service providers in many other 

industries including by medical and dental practitioners to remind of upcoming appointments (particularly 

via text message), and this service can often be useful for the customer. 

 

This amendment will genuinely assist debtors from a customer service perspective to ensure 

continuance of payments and is not an intention to harass the debtors with additional telephone, letter or 

face-to-face contact.  

  

18. Conduct towards family members and other third parties 

This section should be amended to clarify that contacting third parties of itself does not breach the 

Guideline.  Similarly, it should also be clarified that disclosing the collector’s company name does not 

constitute disclosing personal information or that the debtor owes a debt. 

 

In the alternative, we recommend that it be clarified that withholding the collector’s company name 

during a call with a third party does not constitute conduct of misrepresenting its identity.  

 

23. The role of independent external dispute resolution schemes 

Our members report experiencing situations where EDR schemes do not take the Guideline into 

consideration when dealing with complaints and disputes, despite 23(e) stating that the ACCC and ASIC 

encourage EDR schemes to do just that.  
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With the introduction of the National Consumer Credit Protection regime and the requirement that ACL 

holders be a member of an EDR scheme, a more consistent approach is needed for both creditors and 

EDR schemes, within the Guideline - this would significantly assist with the dispute resolution process. 

 

Given the experience of our members, we strongly recommend that a provision should be included in 

section 23 that debtors and their representatives should make a genuine attempt to resolve a complaint 

or dispute via Internal Dispute Resolution (IDR) before lodging a complaint with an EDR scheme. Where 

there has been no effort to attempt IDR prior to lodging a complaint with EDR, we submit that EDR 

schemes should be required to reject the lodgement of the complaint. 

 

 

PART 3: COMMONWEALTH CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS 

 

Under this section of the Guideline, it is recognised that positive disclosure of information can be 

required to avoid creating a misleading impression.  

 

Further to recommendations made earlier in this submission, we suggest that it should be clarified that 

disclosing the collector’s company name to either the debtor or a third party should, of itself, not 

constitute disclosure of the existence of a debt or personal information and therefore is not a potential 

breach of the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), the National Privacy Principles or the Guideline. 

 

Concluding remarks 

As noted earlier our members support the Guideline and acknowledge it has positively contributed to the 

increased level of compliance and ethics of the Australian debt collection industry. 

 

The recommendations and observations provided above are offered to assist ACCC in its review of the 

Guideline to ensure improved clarity of the Guideline to promote fairness for all parties whilst enhancing 

the protection of consumers.  

 

Please do not hesitate to contact the writer if you require any additional information or explanation in 

relation to the matters canvassed in this submission. 

 

Yours sincerely 

AUSTRALIAN COLLECTORS & DEBT BUYERS ASSOCIATION  

 
Alan Harries  

CEO 

 

Ph: 02 4925 2099 

Em: akh@acdba.com  
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Annexure A: 
 

The members of Australian Collectors & Debt Buyers Association are: 

 

 ACM Group Limited 

 Austral Mercantile Collections Pty Limited 

 Australian Receivables Limited 

 Baycorp (Aust) Pty Limited 

 Charter Mercantile Pty Limited 

 Collection House Limited 

 Complete Credit Solutions Pty Limited 

 Credit Corp Group Limited 

 Credit Four Pty Limited 

 Dun & Bradstreet (Australia) Pty Limited 

 EC Credit Control Pty Limited 

 Insolvency Management Services Pty Limited 

 Pioneer Credit Pty Limited 

 Shield Mercantile Pty Limited 

 State Mercantile Pty Limited 

 The ARMS Group Pty Limited 
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